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Social media and the digital health arena

ABSTRACT

Author: Damian Roland

With the development of the internet, the ability to cascade
information at scale and pace has transformed knowledge
transfer. Social media, both as an ethos and as the individual
platforms that facilitate the development of communities of
practice, has created new possibilities in medical education,
policy and research. This article explores the role of social media in a new digital world through the lens of its applicability,
connectivity and scalability.
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When ‘logon’ was entered to start an experimental connection
between two research institutes in America in 1969 the system
crashed. Despite this setback those tentative steps were the
forerunner to Tim Berners-Lee creating the world wide web,
which by 2017 contained 4.51 billion pages.1
The transfer of information now occurs on an
unprecedented scale in social, economic and political
networks. A natural consequence of this connectivity was the
development of technological platforms to bring users closer
together and share knowledge. Social media is a term used
to encapsulate this process but social media are also specific
entities, ie the platforms you can share information by (the
most commonly known in the western world being Facebook
and Twitter).
Social media appears to have had a profound impact on
medical practice and those who use it regularly will attest
to the advantages of free transfer of information and being
participants in communities without hierarchy. Dr Bertalan
Mesko compared the then and now of information seeking in a
medical context (Table 1).2
Some, including those reading this manuscript, will find this
approach simplistic, perhaps a little dubious and observe that
academic evidence of direct patient benefit is relatively scant.
In its defence both the evidence-based medicine and quality
improvement movements faced similar challenges in the initial
phases of their evolution and it should be remembered that
social media is still a relatively new phenomena. However,
social media is not a means unto itself and should not be seen
as a compulsory part of medical practice, ie it is unlikely in
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Table 1. Difference in Dr Mesko’s online activities
What would I do if

In 2000

Now

I need clinical
answer

Try to find a
colleague who
knows it

Post a question on
Twitter

I want to hear a
Try to find a
patient‘s story about patient in my
a specific condition
town

Read blogs, watch
YouTube

I want to be up-todate

Go to the library
once a week

Use RSS and follow
hundreds of journals

I want to work on a
manuscript with my
team

We gather around
the table

Use Google
Docs without
geographical limits

Reproduced from Mesko B.2

the future that all healthcare professionals will have a Twitter
handle or write a blog. But to just dismiss social media is as
folly as debating whether biros or fountain pens are better
for writing in clinical notes. Access to knowledge, the core
benefit of social media in medicine, is always likely to remain
an individual choice in the same way as you have a choice in
how to write. As long as you are acting in accordance with
regulations and standards (not breaching professionalism
guidance or, to overstate the analogy, using black rather than
red ink) then whether you maintain your continued medical
education via textbooks, lectures, e-learning, Twitter or any
of the other millions of educational platforms available to you
doesn’t matter. There are probably no right or wrongs (even
if there are organisational or institutional preferences for
how you should learn and engage), just different approaches
and methods.3 While the advantages of social media are
inherently obvious to those who are ‘heavy’ users, the
immersive experience required to judge benefit is difficult to
encapsulate via written description alone. It is possible though
to summarise how social media, as an element of 21st century
digital media, is and are beneficial using the following domains:
applicability, connectivity and scalability. These will be
discussed in turn, but should not be seen as isolated constructs.
There are large inter-dependencies making the whole far more
than the sum of its parts.

Preferred delivery of education (applicability)
Little direct evidence can be found that individuals have
distinct learning styles (visual or auditory etc).4 However,
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Fig 1. Example of online learning material. From Linda Dykes
(@mmbangor). www.scribd.com/
document/232298675/EMS-Lavatory-Learning-No-1-July-2014.

having a perceived learning preference does occur. Social media
has allowed a variety of pedagogical methodologies to flourish
in response to this. None are particularly novel (the spoken
word is not a new invention) but the blog, podcast and vodcast
(a narrated presentation) have blossomed given the plethora of
(free) platforms available with which to present information. In
the specialties of emergency and critical care alone there were
only two recognised blogs and one podcast in 2002. In 2013,
this had risen to 141 blogs and 42 podcasts.5 There are different
styles either dependant on the personality and experience of the
presenter or the format by which the information is presented
(podcasts may be individual narrating or involve conversations
between two or more people). The on-demand nature of these
resources means clinicians can access the information they
require in their own time and at their own pace. Whether it be
listening to a podcast on the way to work, reading a blog during
a break or watching a video of a conference presentation during
a teaching session, the option of asynchronous learning is now
fully realised (Fig 1).
There have been concerns expressed that these unregulated
and non-peer-reviewed processes promote poor practice and
may be dangerous. These risks are present, but are no different
than the current system of peer review, which often relies on the
opinion of no more than one or two clinicians.6 Post-publication
peer review, a method that is difficult to credibly implement
in traditional academic medicine because of the time frames
involved, happens in almost real time via social media. An
example of this is the Skeptics Guide to Emergency Medicine
(SGEM: http://thesgem.com/the-sgem-hot-off-the-press/)
run by Dr Ken Milne. The SGEM hot-of the-press process is
an amazing example of how digital platforms can influence
dissemination of research (Box 1).
© Royal College of Physicians 2017. All rights reserved.
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Box 1. SGEM hot off the press process
1.

A paper that has been submitted, peer-reviewed, and
ultimately accepted for AEM or CJEM is going to be picked.
We will select these papers in conjunction with the Editorial
Board of the journal.

2.

The SGEM will then put a skeptical eye upon the manuscript
using the BEEM critical appraisal tool. This is an instrument
with published reliability and validity – the only such
instrument that I am aware of in any specialty.

3.

One of the authors of the paper will be invited to discuss
their work. This will be in order to defend the strengths/
weakness/limitations/clinical application of the ideas and
data that they propose.

4.

We will do a special SGEM Hot Off the Press podcast that
will be posted the week the paper gets published. In essence,
this is KT at the speed of social media!

5.

You the audience will get a chance to respond via the SGEM
blog, Twitter or on Facebook. Where else do you have this
interactive opportunity to compliment or criticize research
with the ear of the original author and the publishing
editor?

6.

Another exciting component will be a summary of the SGEM
critical appraisal because top social media feedback will
be published in a subsequent issue of AEM or CJEM. This
process will leverage the content from original publication,
secondary review, podcast dissemination, and social media
interactivity and follow-up.

Reproduced from Ken Milne (@TheSGEM). Skeptics Guide to Emergency
Medicine. http://thesgem.com/the-sgem-hot-off-the-press/
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Ultimately, key articles of relevance to particular specialties
spread rapidly because of the connectivity of the individuals
involved. These organic communities of practice have been
instrumental in the success of social media.

Immersion in communities of practice (connectivity)
Free open access medical education (FOAM)7 is an
international movement that has brought together people from
many backgrounds and specialties. It describes the production
of educational materials in a variety of forms that are openly
accessible. The concept of FOAM was defined in a pub (much
like all great innovations) although there are earlier examples of
small networks of individuals sharing educational content with
wider communities. Dr Mike Cadogan coined the term during
an international emergency medicine conference. It has come to
represent a focus point for critical care and emergency medicine
communities in particular. The term encompassing not just
the materials produced but the bringing together of enthusiasts
who design and digest them. It has developed into a digital
community of practice as demonstrated by examination of the
hashtag #FOAMed.8 Communities of practice were defined by
Wegner9 as ‘groups of people who share a concern or a passion
for something they do and learn how to do it better as they
interact regularly’. A key construct is that the learning is not
necessarily intentional.
FOAM, along with patient-derived digital communities
such as #chroniclife, are social movements almost entirely
derived within social media yet have all the attributes of a
community of practice, with the potential benefits they confer
on professional and patient outcomes. These communities
of practice may rapidly develop into social movements. Kate
Granger is a doctor who passed away in 2016 having been
diagnosed with a rare form of cancer. She was responsible
for the #hellomynameis movement that began with her
encapsulation of how frustrating it is when healthcare staff
don’t introduce themselves. Her campaign, which started
on Twitter and has had over 1,500 million impressions and
80,000 contributors, continues to spread throughout the
world (Fig 2).10

Amelioration of the knowledge translation gap
(scalability)
The combination of user-controlled education, directly
applicable to learning needs, with the connectivity that social
media allows the spread of knowledge translation at scale.
Blogs, podcasts and videos can be produced in a fraction of the
time that journal articles and letters of correspondence can be
published. As the now retired Dr Joe Lex famously quoted:11
If you want to know how we practised medicine five years ago,
read a textbook.
If you want to know how we practised medicine two years ago,
read a journal.
If you want to know how we practise medicine now, go to a
(good) conference.
If you want to know how we will practise medicine in the future,
listen in the hallways and use FOAM.
Social media has a crucial role to play in the transfer of
evidence. Three new types of scholar are beginning to emerge:
1 critical clinicians
2 translational teachers
3 interactive investigators (Fig 3).12
Social media has the ability to make research and policy
applicable and relevant to an audience far wider than has
ever been possible. For both professionals and patients
there now exists the unrivalled opportunity to engage and
inform. It is not without risk as the boundaries of individual
professionalism often become strained when communication
occurs via a digital medium rather than direct contact.
Many fear social media could well become synonymous
with anti-social media if professional values are not upheld
online, as well as offline. However, the greatest challenge
facing healthcare’s interaction with social media is fear of the
unknown. Hospital trusts still continue to block YouTube,
Google and other similar sites with absolutely no evidence
they do harm. The absolute numbers are difficult to quantify
but conditions such as ‘At no time should social media sites be
accessed from trust equipment (whether at work or outside of
work)’ do exist.13 The poor behaviour of a few individuals is
holding back whole swathes of the healthcare workers who, if
allowed to, could network and access information in a way
local hospital organisations would not be able to keep up with.

Conclusions
The applicability, connectivity and scalability of information
available via social media cannot be ignored by those with
leadership roles involving digital health. Social media should
never be mandated, but neither should it be suppressed. The
ability to create new collaborations and novel educational
opportunities, for both patients and professionals, should be
facilitated not frowned upon. ■
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Fig 2. #Hellomynameis participants. From Symplur Signals.
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Three types of scholars
For a new era of
evidence-based medicine
1 Crical
clinicians

2 Translaonal
teachers

Skilled in the arts of crical appraisal and willing
to interact with knowledge producers to provide
thoughul and meaningful criques of their work.
They will also be crical of the studies that they
use to inform changes in their pracce, engaging
in crical appraisal to its full intent. These digitally
acve cizens of the scienﬁc community analyse
science in the same way that lay reviewers write
restaurant criques: in open forums that allow
debate with others.

These educators or communicaons experts will
work with sciensts to translate new knowledge.
They will bring in the skill sets they acquire via
addional training (eg advanced or graduate-level
in communicaon, design or educaon sciences).

Dedicated to the task of engaging end-users to
change their pracce, they will use various
strategies ranging from educaon to leadership
to make behaviour change occur in clinical pracce.
Beyond tradional media, connuing professional
development sessions and policy development,
they will be adept at using modern techniques such
as blogging, podcasng and social media plaorms
(eg Twier, Facebook) to assist sciensts in translang
their work.

3 Interacve
invesgator

These researchers do not just produce knowledge
but also engage with others to ensure that their
ﬁndings resonate and are adapted for clinical care.
This new form of scienst will not stop aer creang
a new clinical decision rule or new troponin assay, but
listen to and engage with end-users (including bedside
clinicians, administrators and paents) to translate and
improve it.

Recently, there has been a big push across academia
to encourage sciensts to engage stakeholders and the
public. They will be readily available to engage with
crical clinicians about their work and while they may
not need the translaonal teachers to help promote it,
they may work synergiscally with translaon-focused
people to magnify their reach.

Fig 3. Three new types of digital scholar. Original concept from Chan et al.10
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